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Abstract 
The aim of the present paper is to survey the 
theoretical work performed in Brussels about 
secondary electron emission (SEE) . Two new 
appro x imate solutions of the Boltzmann equation for 
internal secondary electrons are applied to both 
electron and ion induced SEE . Using a realistic 
set of interaction cross sections, most calculated 
ch ara cteristic s of electron emission compare fairly 
well to experirrents . 
The "improved age-diffusion" model can be used 
to calcu late the electron yie ld, the energy and 
angular spectrum and also the depth and radial 
distributions of outgoing electrons for incident 
electrons and ions. 
The ''transJ:)Ort - albedo 11 model assumes an uniform 
internal electron source in a semiinfinite medium 
and gives the electron yield and the energy 
spectrum of secondary electrons for incident light 
ions. Taking into account the anisotropy of the 
internal electron source,the ratio of the forward 
and backward y ields and the influence of the angle 
of incidence ha v e been calculated for thin targets. 
Key Words: Electron - induced secondar y electron 
emission, ion-induced secondar y electron emission, 
comparisons between incident electrons and ions, 
transport theor y , secondary electron yie ld, 
secondar y electron energy distribution, depth and 
radial distributions, tirre distribution, forward to 
backward yield ratio, influence of the tilt angle 
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Introduction 
When fast, charged particles penetrate into a 
solid target, low energy electrons (a few eV) are 
emitted as a consequence of inelast ic interactions 
of the incident particles with the electrons and 
atoms of the target. Such electrons are c al led 
secondary electrons <SE) . 
This phenomenon, evidenced in 1902 by Austin 
and Starke ( 1902) , has been up to now the object of 
many experirrental and theoretical works. 
Except for the pioneering work of Bethe ( 1941 ) , 
the first theory dealing with both e lectron and ion 
induced SEE had been published in 1980 by Sc hou 
( 1980a , b) ( we use SEE for ions instead of ion 
induced electron emission <!IEE)) . Afterwards, a 
few other theories had been proposed (Rbsler and 
Brauer, 198 1a,b, 1984, 1988, Brauer and Rosler, 1985 , 
Devooght et al., 1984 , 1987a,b, Dubus et al., 
1986, 198 7) . Review papers ( Sigmund and Tougaard, 
1981, Hasselkamp,1985, Schou ,1988,1989 ) discussing 
and comparing both incident el ectron and ion 
induced emissions have been published. 
This paper gives a survey of the two new SEE 
models developed in Brussels and based upon neutron 
transport and radiative transfer techniques: the 
"improved age - diffusion" model <Devooght et al .• 
1987b, Dubus et al., 1987) and the "transport-
albedo" model (Devooght et al., 1987a) and their 
application to both electron and ion induced SEE is 
reviewed. 
Theoretical Description of SEE 
The first simple transport models of SEE from a 
semiinfinite solid target are given by Baroody 
( 1950) and Bruining ( 1954) , among others, for 
incident electrons (keV range) and by Sternglass 
( 195 7) for incident ions ( 100 keV-1 MeV range). In 
these models, the successive stages of the emission 
process are cl earl y distinguished: the primary 
particle penetrates into the target, and excites 
internal SE along its path, the electrons interact 
with the solid v ia elastic and inelastic 
collisions, some electrons arri vi ng at the surface 
of the solid can escape through the vacuum-solid 
interface . These models have been improved (for 
incident electrons) by Wolff ( 1954) and Stolz 
(1959) who introduced explicitly the electron 
cascade in the emission process and gave the first 
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appro xi mate so l ut ion of the Boltzmann transoort 
equati on for SEE, i .e., the "infinite medium 
sl owin g down" model. 
The most recent models of electron emission can 
be classified in three categories : the first t ~KJ, 
i.e ., the Monte Carlo c alculations and the 
approximate sol utic:ns of the Sol tzmann equatic:n, 
use microscopic interaction cro ss sectic:ns, ,,-ihi le 
the third on e, i.e . Schou's model (Schou, 1980a,b ) 
is based on an anal ogy between SEE and sputtering 
and uses as inp...1t data macroscopic quantities such 
as the stopp ing power and the energy deposition law 
in the target. 
Koshikaw a and Shimizu ( 1974) and Ganachaud and 
Cail ler ( 1979a,b ) have developed direct Monte Carlo 
calculations for electron induced SEE. They used 
micro s co pic cross sections for electron 
interactions in the target. I t is worth noting that 
the des c ription of electrc:n interactions given by 
Ganachaud and Cailler ( 1979 a ) is one of the most 
elaborate but it is essentially limited to nearl y 
free electron materials such as polycrystalline Al 
ta rg e ts (an e x tension to noble metals can be found 
in Ganachaud ' s thesi s (1977)) . 
Bindi et al . ( 1980a,b,c) and Lanteri et al. 
( 1979 ,198 2) have solved the Bol zmann equation for 
SE transport by a direct numerical soluti on (S N-
mul tigroup method) . The y have applied their model 
to SEE and to electron bac kscatter ing and 
transm ission. Recently, Rostaing et al. (1986) and 
Lanter i et al. ( 1986) have used the interaction 
cross sections developed by Ganac ha.u.d and Ca iller 
( 1979a) and the y have ca l culated the 
characteristics of electron backscattering and 
tr-ansmission for- poly c r-ystal line Al tar-gets. 
Rosier a nd Brauer have developed a real is tic 
set of interaction cross sections for- ion and 
electron inter-actions in polycr ys talline Al tar-gets 
and have used the "infinite medium slowing down" 
model for electr on transport (Rbsler- and Brauer-, 
1981a,b, 1984, 1988, Bra uer and Rosier, 1985 ) . 
Bindi et al. ( 198 7) ha ve discussed most of 
these con tributions. 
Character-istics o f our Models 
Our electrc:n tr-ansport models (Dubu .s, 198 7) , 
i.e., the "impr-oved age-diffusion" model <Devooght 
et al. , 1984, 198 7b , Dubus et al . , 198 7) and the 
"tr ansport - albedo " model (Du bus et al., 1986, 
Devoogh t et al., 198 7a ) are appro x imate soluti c:ns 
of the Boltzmann equatic:n and hen c e are comp arable 
to the calculatic:ns of Bindi et al. ( 1980a,b, c) , 
Lanteri et al. (197 9,198 2) and Rosler and Brauer 
( 198 1a,b ) . 
The " impro ved age - diffusion" model is 
anal y tical and can be used for a parametric stud y 
of electron emission, i.e., a study of the 
influen c e of the choice of a model of cross 
section, for instance. 
The "tr ansport-albedo " model improves the 
"in f inite medium slowing d~.-i " model since it takes 
into account the partial reflectic:n boundar y 
condition. It is as much as possible, anal y tical 
in o rder to r edu ce the computer time . 
These models and the interaction cross sections 
that we have used in our calculations are briefl y 
described in this paper. 
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We insist particularly that both e lectrc:n and 
ion induced SEE can be c al culated in the same way. 
Then, we describe our most important results 
and we give some compar ison s between the existing 
models for electron emis sion. 
SE Transport Models 
Electron and ion _ induced SEE 
Electr c:n induced SEE and light ion (H+ for 
instance) induced kinetic SEE are similar phenomena 
( Sigmund and T ougaard, 1 981 , Hasse 1 kamp, 1 985, 
Schou , 1988). 
In both cases, the emission process can be split 
into three stages: 
1 ) The primary particle penetrates into the 
target and gives ris e to primary ionization, 
i.e., internal SEE excitation by the 
primaries. 
2) The internal secc:ndaries slow down, multi ply 
and may migrate to the surface . 
3) Some electrons can escape through the 
vacuu m-medium in t erfa ce which is treated as 
a potential barrier of height u0 with 
specul a,· reflectic:n of the non-escaping 
electrc:ns. 
It is worth noting t hat stages 2 and 3 are not 
real 1 y separate since some electrons can escape 
during the slowing down and multiplication proces s . 
In our calculations , the first stage, i.e., the 
internal electron sourc e, must be calculated 
separately . Our· models consider really the 
semiinfi nite character of the target for the 
transport of e l ectrons and, as a consequence , 
stages 2 and 3 are not separate . 
E l ectron induced SE and ion i nduced SE only 
di ff er by the first stage of the emission proces s . 
Recent! y , Hassel kamp ( 1985) and Sct-ou ( 1988) 
ha ve compared the ionization cross section s for 
incident electrons and ions . These c,·oss sections 
are si milar when the incident particles have the 
same veloc ity v <Schou, 1988). 
The most important differen ce between primary 
electrons and primary ions resides in their 
trajectory in the so lid. 
For v ~ 2 a . u., the backscattering coefficient 
for lig ht incident ions is much smaller than the 
backscattering coefficient for incident electrons 
with the same velocit y (Ha ssel kamp ,198 5 , Schou , 
1988, Bindi et al. , 1980c , Tabata et al., 1983, 
Eckstein and Verbeek, 1984 ) . Moreover the energ y 
loss of incident primar y electt-ons in the depth 
zone from which electrons escape cannot be 
neglected with respect to their initial energy as 
is the case for incident light ic:n s. 
As has been pointed out by Schou ( 1988), the 
ion induced SE y ield is equi valent to the partial 
y ield "o for incident electrons (Sei ler,196 7, 
Thomas and Pattinson,1 970) and no slow primaries 
are inclu ded in the y ield as is the case for the 
electron induced SE y ield. 
For incident electrons, we have distinguished 
primary and secondar y electrons. The splitting of 
e l ectrons in "prim aries" and "secondaries" is of 
course arbit r ar y since electrons are 
undistingu is ha b le . However, it appe ars as a natural 
consequence of the e xp ression of the interaction 
cross sections and allows a similar treatment for 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
electron induced SE and for ion induced SE by the 
use of an internal SE source. The Bal tzmann 






5 (E '-->-E,O'-->-O> J.
t 4rr 
( 1) 
E, v, 0, rand tare the SE energy (in the solid), 
velocity, direction vector, position and time 
vari able, respectively Z
5
<E) is t~ ~otal 
scattering cross section and u:
5
(E '-->-E,O' -->-0) + 
z;<E '-->-E,O'-->-fi) J is the slowing down kernel. 
Equation ( 1 ) is a balance equation fo·r the 
totaJ _inter:-_na l _ electron flux <lit<r,E, fi, t) 
( ft < r, E, O, t) drdEdO is the number of e lee trans in 
the volume element dr around r, in the energy 
inter val <E,E+dE ) and in the direction (element dO 
aroJnd) fi crossing a unit surface orthogonal to fi 
per unit time). In the teft - hand side , we have a 
time ~ependent term v ~ft• a spatial dispersion 
term rl. V <Ii t and an absorpC:on term Z
5 
( E) ft. In the 
n.ght hand side, we have a slowing down source, 
i . e. , e 1 ec trans which appear at energy E coming 
from energy E ' (E ' >E> . Two slowing down kernels 
appear in the slowing down source because both the 
incident and the excited electrons become part of 
the cascade. :i:
5
(E '+E,O'-->- 0) is the so-called 
"scattering" cross section and z;<E '-->-E.0' --,.0) is the 
"creation" cross section (see (Devooght et al., 
1987b) and below). 
The ingoing current and partial reflection 
boundar y condition for one electron of energy EpO' 
direction Op() incident at the surface on time t 0 is: 
(2) 
is the projection of r- on the x=C> plane where ~; 
is the depth vari able, µ = Opo. lx is the cosine of 
the penetration angle ol"lf the primary electron in 
the target with respect to the inward normal to the 
surface\· 
The first term of the right hand - side of (2) 
represents the ingoing primary electron flux while 
the second term represents the partial reflection 
of electrons at the vacuum-medium interface due to 
the potential barrier . 
The Heaviside step function H expresses that 
electr{rzs outside the escape cone (µ < µc(E> 
<U0/E) ) are reflected by the barrier and the 
11-2111.Ix!Ix factor expresses the specular reflection 
lsee Symbol Table on pp. 15.j 
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of these electrons . 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the electron induced SE 
proce ss . The primary electron creates secondary 
electrons ,-,hich multiply and can escape through 
the surface barrier. 
The energy and angular dependences of the 
differential "scattering" and "creation" cross 
sections are very different ( Epl l 00 eV) in a near 1 y 
free electron material due to the high screening 
of the electron gas. 
Incident electrons are scattered with small 
energ y losses and small angular deflections 1,Jhile 
the created electrons appear almost isotropica l 1 y 
at low energy <E.;,; EF). 
Due to the specific behaviour of both parts of 
the slowing down kernel. the total internal 
electron flux consists approximative ly of two 
separate parts: a high energy part (E ~ E ) that 
can be identified as the pr -imar y electron~ and a 
low energy part that can be identified as the true 
SE. This is evidenced experimentally by the energy 
spectrum of outgoing electrons <Roptin, 1975). 
Cl7e c an split the internal electron flux in 
these two components : 
(3) 
where <lip is the primary electron flux and <l! is the 
true SE flux. 
The Bal tzman n equation for the primary electrons 
is then : 
f f Zs(E'-->-E, li'-->-(1) <jip(r.E ' ,11· ,t ) dE ' di)' (4) 
E 4rr 
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and ID must satisfy the condition (2) . 




<E'+E.fi'+O)+ ~ <E'+E,fi '+fi) J. 
E 4rr 
l(r,E ' ,n · ,t) dE ' dO ' + Q(r,E,IT, U 
with the boundary condition: 
IW,p,E,rl,t) 




I I z;<E'+E , n +n>•P<r,E ' .n· ,E> dE ' dfi• <7) 
E 4rr 
For incident ions, no particular problems arise 
~,hen one calculates the internal electron source. 
For one ion incident on the surface per unit time 
and per unit surface, the ion flux ,pi(r,E,rl,t) can 
be written as : 
where Ei is the in cident ion energy, µi = 
the cosine of the incidence angle of the 
Internal SE are created by ionization 










~,here 2\(E '+E,rl '+ri) is the differential 
ionization cross section for incident ions in the 
target and Emin the minimum ion energy necessary to 
create an electron of energy E. 
The stationary ion induced SEE transport 
equation is equation (5) (without the time 
derivative term) with the boundary condition (6) 
and with the internal electron source Q given by 
(9) . 
Electron and ion induced SE are then formal 1 y 
similar. One mu.st solve the Boltzmann equation (5) 
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with the partial reflection boundary condition (6). 
The internal electron source for ion induced 
electron emission ( 9) is deduced immediately from 
the ionization cross section while the internal 
electron source for electron induced electron 
emission (7) is given as the solution of the 
primary electron transport equation. It mu.st be 
pointed out that the internal electron source for 
fast incident ions is uniform in the SE depth of 
escape while it is not for incident electrons. We 
will come back to these problems below. 
Improved age-diffusion model <Devooght et al., 
1984,1987b, Dubus et al., 1987) 
The "improved age-di ff us ion" mode 1 is anal ytica 1 
insofar as it gives an analytical expression for 
the outgoing electron flux due to a monoenergetic, 
monodirectional and instantaneous point source. 
After the numerical convolution of this Green· s 
function with the internal electron source, one 
obtains the energy, angle, time and radial 
distribution of the outgoing electron cur-rent at 
the surface. The medium is homogeneous but the 
energy, angle, space and time distribution of the 
interna.l electron source can be arbitrary. Hence, 
the "improved age-diffusion" model can be applied 
to both ion induced SE and electron induced SE. 
Moreover, the interaction cross sections can be 
arbitrary, hence realistic. 
A last important characteristic of this model is 
that it keeps the time dependence of electron 
emission and gives the radial distribution of 
outgoing electrons. Time dependence is absent from 
al 1 ea!"l ier descriptions of electron emission and 
has been kept here due to its potential use in 
beam - foil spectroscopy (Gay and Berr y , 1979). 
It is evidenced e xperimental 1 y that the internal 
electron distribution is nearly isotropic. The 
Boltzmann equation (5) can then be solved by a 
cla ssical P 1 appro xi mation (F erziger and Zweifel, 
1966). lntroducing a synthetic scattering kernel 
(Williams, 1966), i .e .• a simpler kernel which 
reproduces the main features of the original 
kernel, in the P1 system, one obtains, with the 
usual assumptions of the diffusion theory <Ferziger 
and Z,·ieifel, 1966), a diffusion-slOV'iing down 
equation for the isotropic part of the internal 




00<F,E,t) is the isotropic part of the internal 
electron source and □1 (r,E,t) is the current 
vector of the internal electron source. 
The electron interaction cross sections only 
appear through the three transport coefficients. 
i.e .• D(E), a diffusion coefficient, Z0(E), an 
effective absorption cross section and Ziiet1<E), a 
removal cross section (see Devooght et al., 1987b 
for further details). 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
In the diffusion approximation, the boundary 
condition (6) takes the form of a Neuman-Dirichlet 
boundary condition <Devoaght et al., 1987b). 
In order to solve ( 10), we introduc e an 
approximation similar to the one underlying the 
Fermi's age theory and obtain an analytical 
approximation of the Green's function (Devoaght et 
al., 1987b). 
The angular distribution of the outgoing 
electron current is obtained from the expression of 
the partial reflection boundary conditions in the 
diffusion approximation (Devooght et al., 1987b). 
The l.nPLlt data for the "improved age-diffusion 
model" are the space, time, energy and angle 
dependence of the internal electron source and the 
energy and angular differential crass sections for 
the electrons in the medium. 
Due to its analytical form, this model is well 
suited to a parametric study of SEE. 
The "transport-albedo" model (Devooght et al., 
1987a) 
The "transport - albedo" model has been designed 
for uni farm internal electron sources. It can be 
applied to ion induced SEE and high energy (E > 1 
keV> electron induced SEE (where the sourJ~ is 
nearly uniform in the SE depth of escape). It can 
also be applied to the calculation of the partial 
yield 8
0 
for incident electrons <Seiler, 1967, 
Thomas and Pattinson, 1970). 
The "transport - albedo" model is an improvement 
of the classical "infinite medium slowing down" 
model used by Wolff (1954), Stolz (1959) and mare 
recent l y by Rosier and Brauer (1981a). 
In the "infinite medium slowing down" model, 
the electron cascade de velops in an infinite medium 
where the internal electron flux l
1
(E,µ) is 
uniform. The electrons only escape when the cascade 
has fully developed. The "transport - albedo" model 
takes into account the escape of electrons during 
the cascade. 
In plane geometry, the stationary Bal tzmann 




(E'+E,µ'+µ> + Z!<E '+E,w '+ µ) J. 
E - 1 
l<x,E ' ,µ · )dE ' dµ ' + Q(E,µJ (11) 
Since in the "i nfinite medium slowing down" model, 
we assume that l< x,E,µl= l
0
(E,µ ) is independent of 
the depth variable, the first term of the left hand 
side of (11> disappears. To solve (11), 1/E,µ), 
Q<E,µl and Z
5
(E '-+E,µ ·+µJ + Z!<E '-+E,µ'+µ) are 














The Bal tzmann equation ,-educes then to a set of 
independent slowing down equations for each anqular 
order ifi0 ,2<E> : 
(D 
I CBiE'+E) + B~(E ' +E) J .ifi.,.Q.(E' ) dE' 
E 
< 15) 
Equation ( 15 ) can easily be sol ved by numerical 
quadrature for each and the "infinite medium 
slowing down model" solution ifi
1
(E,µ ) is obtained 
using Eq. ( 12) . 
The exact interna l electron flux <ji(x,E,µ) is 
not uni form due to the presence of the vacuum-
medium interface (i,ii th partial reflection boundar y 
conditions). Writing 
f (x ,E,µ > ( 16 ) 
.,.,here <jic(x,E,µ) is a flux correction, we have now 
to solve: 
(D + 1 
J J [Z
5
<E'+E ,µ '+ µ> + z:<E'+E,µ'+µ>J. 
E - 1 
with the following boundary condition: 
( 17) 
< 18) 
Having expanded <jic in Legendre polynomials, we 
introduce in ( 17) the foll0<,.,ing approximation: 
< 19) 
where <jic.Q.(x,E') are the coefficients of the 
Legendre 'expansion of the flux correction. 
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This approximation assumes that the energy 
dependence of 1c, 1 for each angular order t , is not 
influenced by the boundary condition at the 
surface. 
1/ x ,E, µ) is assumed to be a smal 1 correction. 
Indeed, mcst internal electrons ( free electrons in 
the target) have ver y low energies <E.::U
0
) and a 
nearly isotropic angular distribution due to the 
electron slowing down and multiplication. Hence. 
the escape cone is very narrow (µ .c(E)~:1). The 
boundary condition is then almcst a total 
reflection boundary condition. Hen ce . the infinite 
medium solution is a good approximation and the 
flux correction should be small and appro x imation 
( 19) for the flux correction should be used 
adequately. 
l;Ji thin app,-ox ima tion ( 1 9) , Eq • ( 1 7) redu ces to 
a monoenergetic equation for pc ( x ,E, µ): 
+1 
J f 1<Ejµ ' .,.µ) pc<x,E,µ') dµ ' 
- 1 
(20) 
where +1 is a monoenergetic scattering kernel in 
which the energ y E appears as a parameter ( see 
(Devooght et al., 1987a). Equation (20) with the 
ingoing flux boundary condition ( 18) is a 
monoenergetic albedo problem 1-1hich can be solved 
using the radiative tranfer theory of Chandrasekhar 
( 1960). An analytical e xpression for the solution 
of this albedo problem has been given by Horak and 
Chandrasekhar ( 1961) 1-1hen the scattering kernel is 
limited to l = 2 . We have used their result and 
neglected higher 
1
order angular terms in our 
scattering kernel f <Devooght et al., 1987a). Let 
G
5
<E,-µ1E 0,µ 0l be the surfa ce Green · s function for 
the albedo problem, we have: 
00 +1 
I J Gs <E. -µ1 Eo.lJo> 1. < Eo, \Jo>dEodlJo + 
E 0 
00 \Jc(Eo> 
I I G5 <E,-µjE 0, µ0)1 1 <E0, µ0)dE 0dµ 0 (2 1 ) 
E 0 
The first term of the right-hand side of (21) is 
the infinite medium solution. The second one is 
the correction for the semiinfinite character of 
the problem and the third one is the correction 
that takes into account the partial reflection of 
electrons at the boundar y . 
We first calculate p
0
(E, µ). In a second step, we 
use (21) to correct for the non-uniformity of the 
flux . 
Inte~~g:iqn Cross Sections for Polycrystalline Al 
Targets 
In mcst earlier models, the interactions of 
electrons in the medium have been described by 
empirical data. After 1970, several authors have 
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introduced theoretical models in order to calculate 
the inelastic (Ganachaud, 19 77 , Tung and Ritchie, 
1977, Rosler and Brauer, 1981a) and elastic mean 
free paths (Ganachaud, 197 7) and the differential 
cross sections in energ y and angle. 
The calculation of inelastic mean free paths is 
based upon the free electron gas model for the 
interactions of incident particles with the valence 
electrons. This obviously limits the range of 
target materials which can be studied with such ab 
initio calculations . Among these materials, 
polycrystalline aluminium is the mcst important. It 
can be considered as the reference material for 
experiments and theoretical calculations. 
We have used the set of interaction cross 
sections in pol ycryst al 1 ine Al targets calculated 
by Ganachaud ( 1977) ( see Dubus et a.l , 1987) . 
Polycrystalline aluminium is a randium-jellium 
(Ganachaud and Cailler, 1979a), i.e. the ionic 
cores are randomly distributed in the target 
<Bauer , 1970 ) (the randium) whereas va lence 
electrons are delocalized and form a free electron 
gas ( the jel 1 ium ) . 
Incident particles (electrons or ions) interact 
inelastically with the free electrons. The 
screening function is the Lindhard dielectric 
fun ction (Lindhard, 1954). The interactions of 
incident particles consist then of two separate 
contributions: binar y encounters and collective 
excitations (bulk plasmons). We have made the 
simple assumption that plasmons decay by interband 
transitions and give rise to one and only one 
excited electron with an isotropic angular 
distribution ( Dubus et al. , 1987 ) . Hence, 
interactions of incident electrons with the free 
e lectr on gas give a multiplication of electrons by 
a factor of two because both the incident and the 
ejected electrons become part of the cascade while 
the interactions of incident ions always give rise 
to one excited electron. The cross section for the 
binary ion-electron collision is taken from Brice 
and Sigmund ( 1980) . 
Incident electrons and ions interact 
inelastically with the ionic cores by excitation of 
cor e electrons. We have neglected these 
interactions in our calculations since they do not 
contribute to SE tt- a.nsport. However, they play an 
important role as an internal SE source term 
<Rosler and Brauer. 1981b, 1984, 1988) and for the 
primary electron transport in the case of incident 
electrons (Ganachaud. 1977). 
Final 1 y, the incident electrons interact 
elastically with the ionic cores. The interaction 
potential is the muff in -t in potential of Smrcka 
( 1970) . 
The inverse mean free paths in polycrytalli ne Al 
targets (EF = 11.69 eV) are shown in Fig. 2 . as a 
function of the internal electron energy. Fig . 2 
is similar to Fig. 11 in Ganachaud and Cailler's 
paper ( 1 979 a) except for t he inversion of A • We 
have calculated the cross sections using the sa me 
interaction model and e xt ended the energy scale up 
to 2 keV . 
Al 1 mean free paths show a pronounced minimum at 
about 45 eV abo ve the bottom of the conduction 
band. It is seen that elastic scattering is the 
most prominent interaction process in the energy 
range below 100 eV. 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
1.Total scattering cross section Is(E) 
2.Elastic cross section 
3.lnelastic scattering ( or creation) cross section 
4.Plasmon creation cross section 





Figure 2. Electron interac ti on cross sections 
( in verse mean free paths ) in aluminium as a 
function of internal electron energy E. 
Ganachaud and Cailler (19 79a , b) ha ve also 
c onsidered the e xcitation of surface plasmons (see 
for instance <Batson and S ilco x , 1983). We have 
neglected this process because interactions that 
take place at the s w -f ace cannot be easil y 
incorporated 1n our transport models. The surface 
plasmons are responsible for the shoulder seen in 
the energ y spectrum of SE for polycrystalline Al 
targets <Roptin, 1975, Everhart et al., 19 76 , 
Ganachaud, 19 77) but their contribution to the 
electron yie ld is small. 
The binary ion-electron collision source term is 
shown in Fig . 3 . Most electrons are created at lo,.i 
energ y . l"breo ver, fo r high ion energies, a 
singularit y appears in the electron source energy 
spectrum at about 35 e\J above the bottom of the 
conduction band due to the penetration of the 
plasmon line in the indi v idual electron e xcitation 
zone (Ganachaud, 19 77, Pines, 1963). 
For incident electrons, the binar y electron-
electron collisi on source term shows a similar 
feature. 
We ha ve used in our calculations a realistic 
and ab initio theoretical set of cross sections. 
Such a choice is justified by the importance of 
comparisons of our results with l"bnte Carlo results 
(especially the results of Ganachaud, 1977 and 
Ganachaud and Cailler, 1979b) obtained l•iith similar 
interaction cross sections. 
However, it must be kept in mind that such a 
realistic treatment of the interaction cross 
sections is a model and that the possible 
disagreement between theory and experiment can be 
due either to the choice of interaction cross 
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Figure 3. Binar y H'-electron coll is ion source 
term calculated using Brice and Sigmund· s 
appro x imation ( 1980) in reduced units. 
"Improved age - diffusion model" : incident electron -
bac kward emission ( Dubus et al., 198 7) 
Secondar y electron y ield The primary electron 
t r ansport is incorporated in the data for the 
"improved age-diffusion" mode 1 through the in tern a 1 
electron source Q(r,E,n,t> which is gi ven by 
Eq. (7) . 
The primary electron flu x can be calculated in 
different wa ys. An approximate solution of the 
Bal tzmann equation for primar y electrons <4 ) and 
l"bnte Carlo calculations are in progress. 
We ha ve considered as a simple approximation 
that the primary electrons have a straight ahead 
path and slo,.i down according to a semiempirical 
power law deduced from the range-energy 
relationships (Kana y a and Kawakatsu, 1972 ) : 
ro=l 4.259 x 10 -Z [EDO(eV ) J
413 
A 
1 3 .954 x 10-l [E
00
(eV) J A 
> BCX) eV 
(22) 
EDO <. 800 eV 
.-,here EDO is the incident electron energ y . 
In order to account for the contribution of 
backscattered primaries, we ha ve multiplied the 
calculated y ield o0 resulting from the first step 
by a factor (1+8n) according to the well kno,,,.,n law 
of Dobretsov and Matskevitch (1957): 
,<; 
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Fiqure 4. Comparison of our va lues for the electron yields o0 and o to experimental and other 
theoretical results. 
~ihere n is the y ield of backscattered primaries (we 
have used the experimental values of Roptin, 1975) 
and f3 is an empirical coefficient which takes into 
account the enhancement of the yi eld due to the 
bac kscatter ed primaries (Thomas and Pattinson. 
1970). 
We compare in Fig. 4. the electron y ield "o from 
our model and the yield 8 corrected for the primar y 
electron backscattering to other theoretical 
(Rosler and Brauer. 1981b. Ganachaud. 197 7 . Bindi 
et al.. 1980a. Schcx.J. 1988) and experimental 
results ( Thomas and Pattinson, 197 0 . Roptin, 1975 . 
Bronshtein and Frajman, 1969, Richard. 19 74). 
The agreement between our o0 and the results of 
Rosler and Brauer (1981b) is quite good. Howe ve r , 
the corr ection for the primary electron 
backscattering using the formula of Dobretso v and 
Matske v itch ( 1957) is not ver y good. Indeed, we 
have used constant values for f3 in contradiction 
,--ii th Thomas and Pat tin son ( 1970) who have indicated 
that f3 depends on the primary energy. 
l,Je compare in Fig. 5. the electron yield 8
0 
calculated with the "improved age-diffusion" model 
and with a Monte Carlo program. The same 
microscopic cross sections ha ve been used in both 
calculations. The agreement is rather good, the 
8 
overestimation at low energ y (E ~ ~ 100 eV) is less 
than 201/.. 
The computation of 8 with the same Monte Carlo 
prog ram ,i.e., taking correctl y the primary 
electron transpart and backscattering into account, 
is in good agreement with experimental results. It 
can then be assumed that the outgoing electron 
yield o can be estimated correctly with the 
"im proved age-diffusion" model if one incorparates 
primary electron transpart and backscattering in 
the internal electron source. This statement is 
corrobora ted by the calculations for incident ions 
(see below). 
As has been pointed out above, we have split 
the internal electron flux in internal primary and 
in ternal secondary electrons. 
The outgoing electron spectrum consists of a low 
energy peak ( E ~ 2 eV) ( the true secondary 
~~~!::~~~ti: h\ :s:erg~a~:rt ( ~~ ~ ;gi}l;~: 
primaries) and a continuous background (see for 
instance Roptin, 1975). It is usual to consider an 
electron as a "true secondary" when E < 50 eV and 
as a "backscattered primary" when E > 50 eV. The 
total outgoing electron yield a is split into o, 
the "true secondar y y ield" <E< 50 eV> and n, the 
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Figure 5.Partial electron yield o0 as a function 
of the incident electron energy Ep-0 calcu lated 
with the age-diffusion model and with a Monte 
Carlo code. 
"backscattered primary yield" (E > 50eV). This is 
what we call the experimental use. 
A-lather way of splitting a into o and Tl arises 
from Eq . (3) where the total electron flux ,jit is 
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Figure 6. Total electron y ield a calculated with 
a Monte Carlo code split into o + Tl using both 
the experimental use and our theoretical 
convention. 
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The "backscattering" y ield Tl is the y ield o f 
outgoing primaries ( ,ji
0
) while the "true secondar y " 
vield 8 is the yield of outgoing secondaries (,ji). 
This is what we call the theoretical "sp littin g" . 
With our Monte Carlo program we have 
calculated the total yield a and split it into: 
a = o + Tl (2 4 ) 
We show in Fig.6. the electron yield a just as 
o and Tl , calculated using the "experimental" 
splitting and the "theoretical" splitting between 
true secondaries and backscattered primaries. The 
agreement between both splitting ways is excellent. 
Moreover, the yi eld a calculated with our Monte 
Carl o program is in good agreement with 
experimental results (Roptin, 1975). 
Energy and angular spectrum of outgoing 
secondary electrons We compare in Fig. 7. the shape 
of the outgoing electron energy spectrum 
(normalized at the maximum) calculated wi th the 
"improved age-diffusion model" to the experimental 
result of Roptin ( 1975) and to the Monte Carlo 
resu lt of Ganachaud ( 1977) for El!..= 600 eV. Similar 
comparisons for E = 300 eV and t:. = 1000 eV can be 
found in Dubus e/ al. ( 1987>. p 
Histogram : Monte Carlo result 
age-diffusion result 
Experimental result : Roptin ( 1975) 
1.20 
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Figure 7. O...tgoing electron energy distribution 
for 600 eV incident electrons on pal ycryst al line 
Al targets. Curves are normalized at their 
maximu m. 
The spectrum obtained with our model is in good 
agreement with the Monte Carlo histogram of 
Ganachaud (1977). The small disagreement with the 
experimental result can be due to the neglect in 
our calculations of plasmon decay through multiple 
electron-hole pairs and of surface plasmon effects 
which are responsible for a shoulder at 6 eV 
(Roptin, 1975, Everhart et al., 1976 , Ch.mg and 
Everhart, 1977, Ganachaud, 1977). 
The angular distribution of the outgoing 
A. Dubus, J. Devooght and J.C. Dehaes 
electron current is very close to a cosine 
distribution which is in good agreement with al 1 
experimental evidences and with other theoretical 
results (see for instance Bronshtein and Frajman, 
1969 and Lanteri et al., 1979). 
Depth and radial distributions of outgoing 
secondary electrons The depth distribution of SE 
is the number of outgoing electrons as a function 
of the depth of the internal electron source. This 
depth distribution has a decreasing exponential 
shape with a ch aracteristic length (averaged over 
SE enerqy) of about 10 A (for E > 100 e V). As 
discuss~ in Dubus et al. (1987), rliis supports the 
assumptions of the earliest models <Baroody, 1950, 
Bruining, 1954) where electrons are created by the 
primaries along their paths and escape with an 
exponential law. In these models, the 
characteristic length is empirical and independent 
of both the primary and secondary electron 
energies. The independence with respect to primary 
electron energy is confirmed by our calculations. 
However, it has been shown in Dubus at al. ( 1987) 
that this length depends upon the SE energy. 
With our Monte Carlo program, the shape of the 
depth distribution (integrated over SE energy) is 
nearl y a decreasing exponential. The estimated 
decrease length with Monte Carlo code is 10.8 A for 
E~ = 300 eV and 10.7 A for E = 1000 eV. 
These results are in quife good agreement with 
the "improved age-diffusion" results. The energy 
distribution of outgoing electrons is of course 
influenced by the depth of the source. This problem 
is discussed in Dubus et al. (1987) and is due to 
the slowing down and multiplication process and to 
the presence of a vacuum-so lid interface. For 
electrons created near the surface, the cascade may 
be incomplete, i.e., some electrons can escape 
before they have slowed down. For electrons created 
far from the surface, the electrons slow down and 
then can escape through the potential barrier as 
already pointed out by Koshikawa and Shimizu 
( 1974). 
The radial distribution of outgoing electrons 
is the distribution of the distance of emergence 
of outgoing SE with respect to the entrance point 
of the primaries in the target. The shape of this 
distribution is nearly a two dimensional gaussian 
distribution. The average va lue of ~ is <p> = 14 A 
and is confirmed by a i"lonte Carlo calculation. 
The radial distribution is influenced by the 
depth of the source. Due to a geometrical effect, 
the radius at half maximum increases as a function 
of the source depth and is asymptotically a linear 
function of the depth. 
Time distribution and contributions of the 
source components The time distribution of 
outgoing SE is measured with respect to the time 
the primary particle enters into the target. In the 
"improved age-{Ji ff us ion" model, the time 
distribution is bimodal whereas for i"lonte Carlo 
calculations, it is unimodal (see Dubus et al., 
1987). This feature is due to the structure of our 
approximate Green's function which is the sum of 
two terms with a very different time dependence. 
The first term represents electrons which escape 
,.,,i thout slowing dOWl. The second term represents 
electrons slowing dOWl before they can escape and 
which are delayed by the slowing down time 
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(Devooght et al., 1987b, Dubus et al., 1987). The 
shape of this time distribution is probably wrong 
due to the age approximation. However, the order of 
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Figure 8. Fraction of outgoing electron resulting 
from both individual electron excitations and 
plasmon c reations and decays. 
We show in Fig. 8 the fraction of the outgoing 
electrons resulting from the plasmon cr eations by 
primary electrons and the fraction of outgoing 
electrons resulting from individual electron 
excitations as a function of the incident electron 
energy. Above the plasmon creation threshold, about 
501/. of outgoing electrons come from the decay of 
the plasmons created by the incident electrons 
while the other 501/. come from individual 
excitations of free electrons. i"lost internal 
electrons are created by plasmon decay since the 
plasmon creation cross section is larger than the 
binary enco.;nter cross section but the slowing dOWl 
and multiplication of electrons is much more 
important for this last contribution. Hence, a 
similar fraction of outgoing electrons results from 
plasmon decay and from individual excitations. For 
Rosier and Brauer ( 1981b), three times more 
outgoing electrons result from plasmon creations by 
the primaries than from individual excitations. The 
compari son with their results is howe ver difficult 
since their assumptions for plasmon decay are very 
different from ours. 
Cone lusion Except for the time distribution , it 
is clear that the results obtained with the 
"im proved age-{Jiffusion" model are in very good 
agreement with Monte Carlo results. If a realistic 
primary electron transport and surface plasmon 
excitations are included in the model, the 
agreement with experiments can be expected to be 
better. Work in this direction is in progress. 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
"Improved age-diffusion" model - Incident ions 
For incident ions, the charge state of ions in 
the target must be know, in order to calculate the 
internal electron source. For simplicity, we will 
limit ourselves to light incident ions, i.e .• H' 
and He". We have assumed in our calculations that 
ions in the target are fully bare ions. This 
assumption is true for H ions of energy Ei > 200keV 
and for He ions when Ei > 800 keV (Chat ea u-Thierry 
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Figure 9.Elec tron yield y induced by H' ions 
incident on polycrystalline Al targets calculated 
with the age-diffusion model. The contribution of 
individual <ie) and collective (pl) excitations 
are re presented. 
Electron y ield We show in Fig. 9 the outgoing 
electron yiel d y as a function of H' incident 
energy. The electron yield is split into the binary 
collision source term and the plasma, source term. 
The position of the maximum, i.e., E<H'> ~ 55 keV 
and the order of magnitude of the yi eld are in good 
agreement with experimental data ( see Dubus et al., 
1986, Baragiola et al., 1979, Svensson and Holmen, 
1982, Hasselkamp et al., 1981). The fraction of 
outgoing electrons resulting from individual 
electron excitations by the incident ions is at 
least two times the fraction resulting from plasrnon 
creations; while for Rbsler and Brauer (1984) the 
fraction resulting from plas(T)Of7 creations is larger 
than the fraction resulting from individual 
electron e xcitations for Ei > 150 keV. Once again, 
for the splitting into the components of the 
source, the comparison with the results of Rosler 
and Brauer is difficult since their assumptions for 
plasma, deca y are not the same as ours. 
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"Transpor-t-albedo" model - Incident ions 
Electron yield We show in Fig. 10 the electron 
yield Y as a function of incident H' energy. 
We compare the theoretical electron yield 
obtained in the "infinite medium slowing dDWl" 
model and in the " transpor-t -albedo" model to 
experimental results <Baragiola et al., 1979, 
Svensson and Holmen, 1982, Hasselkamp et al., 
1981 ) . The agreement between theoretical and 
experirrental results is good up to 100 keV. For 
higher energy, the disagreement can be due to the 
neglect in our calculations of the inner-she! l 
ionizations. It is worth noting that our- results 
could be improved if we correctly take the charge 
state of ions in the target into account. The 
surface correction, i.e., the reduction factor of 
the yield due to the presence of the vacuu m-medium 
interface with partial r-eflection boundary 
conditions is about 0 .85 ( for .Q, = 1) and 0.8 ( for-
.Q, = 2) ( .Q, is the maximum angular order of the 
"ma,oener-getic" scatter-ing kernel f 1 in our-
calculations (see above)). 
This last v alue is not modified by the inclusion 
of .Q, = 3 te,-ms in the correction at angular order 
Q, = 2 . Moreover, comparisons with Monte Carlo 
calculations confirm this value . Hence we expect 
that the "transport-albedo" model gives the good 
value of the sur-face correction and that the 
" infinite medium slowing dDWl" model over-estimates 
the electron yield by about 201/.. 
Outgoing electron ener-gy spectrum We compare in 
Fig .11 the absolute energy distribution of 
electr-ons emitted backwards for 200 keV incident H' 
ions obtained with the "infinite medium slowing 
dOW7" model and the "transpor-t - albedo" model to the 
e xperimental results of Hasselkamp and Scharmann 
( 1 983a) . The agreement between theory and 
exper-iment is fair al though not excel lent. The 
inclusion of surface plas(T)Of7S in our calculations 
could per-haps improve the agreement. The surface 
correction calculated as a function of the outgoing 
electr-on energy is 1 when E= 0 eV and decreases to 
about 0 . 6 when E ~ 50 eV. For very low electron 
energies , the surface is almost perfectly 
reflecting ( which explains the low va lues of the 
surface correction), while for high electron 
energies, the surface is almost perfectly absorbing 
(which explains lower- values of the surface 
correction). 
Forwc!r d _to backward ..Yi§'_l_<:l __ratio and influence of 
the tilt angle of the target For thin targets, 
primary particles can be transmitted through the 
target and secondary emission takes place both in 
the forward and in the backward directions 
<Meckbach et al., 1975). For the specific case of 
beam foil conditions ( 100 keV H' ions incident on 
10 µg/cm 2 carbon foils for instance), the ener-g y 
loss of ions in the target (maximum 101/.) can be 
neglected in a first approximation. The angular 
dispersion of ions in the target can be r-esponsible 
for an increase of the forward yi eld but it will be 
neglected. The internal electron source is then the 
same for the fon--iard and backward emissions. Q-ily 
the anisotropy of the source is responsible, in our 
model, for a forward to backward y ield ratio 
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Figure 10. Backward electron y ield Ya for Ht i on s i c ident on pol ycr y stal 1 ine Al targets. Theoretical 
results are compared to e xperiments. 
Ry= YF / Ya larqer than 1. We have calculated the 
forward to backward yield ratio Ry with the 
" improved age - diffusion" model. with the " infinite 
medium slowing dOW7" model and with the "transport -
albedo" model. We compare in Fig .12 our theoretical 
results for Ht incident ions to the experimental 
results of Mec:kbach et al.(1975). 
The results of Mec:kbach et al. (1975) have been 
criticized by Hasselkamp and Scharmann (1983b ) 
because there is no max imum in the electron y ield 
as a function of Ht energy. 
The results of Mec:kbach for Ry have however 
been reproduced in similar experimental conditions 
in Brussels <Dehaes and Carmeliet. private 
communication) with a maximum for the electron 
y ield at about 80 ke\J. 
There is an obvious disagreement between 
e xperimental and theoretical results. Meckbach ' s 
result has been obtained for thin carbon foils and 
our theoretical results have been obtained for Al 
targets. The poor v acuum conditions in the 
e >:periments or phenomena such as the capture and 
loss mechanisms in the tarqet may influence the 
anisotropy. Experiments in ul tra - high-vacu.um 
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conditions and calculations which take into account 
a ll mechanisms that could influence the forward to 
bac kward yield ratio have to be performed. 
The influence of the tilt angle of the target is 
an interesting feature of SEE. Simple geometrical 
con siderations lead to a dependence of the electron 
y ield ( forward+backward ) in 1/ cose where e is the 
tilt angle. 
Such a simple law is qenerally correct for backward 
emission induced by incident protons on thick 
targets (Svensson et al., 1981). 
For heavier elements, deviations with respect to 
the 1/ cose la,, are evidenced experimentally. Most 
authors have used a ( 1/cos e>" law (Svensson et 
al., 1981) in order to characterize the deviation 
with respect to the 1/ cose law <n is an adjustable 
parameter ) . 
For the total electron yield (forward + 
bac kward ) induced by ions incident on thin carbon 
foils. Garnir et al. (1982) have used a: 
y(0) y (O ) [A+ Cl - Al / cos 8 J (25) 
Appro x imate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
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Figure 11. Outgoing electron energy distribution 
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Figure 12. Forward to backward yi eld ratio for H' 
ions incident on polycrystalline Al targets 
(theory) . The e x perimental result is for 
amorphous carbon targets. 
law due to the e xcellent linear behaviour of (0) 
as a function of 1/cose. 
We have considered theoretically the influence 
of the anisotropy of the production of internal 
electrons on the dependence of the yield as a 
function of the tilt angle and have obtained for 
the first angular tet-ms ( 1~ 2) : 
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y(0) y<0> [A / cos 0 + B cos 0J (26) 
The independent term has disappeared since the 
source is, in our calculations, the same for the 
forward and backward emissions and since the yield 
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Figure 13. 1- A parameter obtained by adjusting 
the infinite slowing down results for the 
influence of the tilt angle to formula (25) . 
Adjusting our theoretical results to the formula 
of Garnir et al. <198 2) , we have obtained A va lues 
which are shc:Jv.Kl in Fig. 13 for H' and He++ ions 
incident on polycr ystalline Al targets. A takes 
values between 0 .4 and -0 .1 while the values of 
Garnir are between 0 . 7 and 0 .3 for He' ions 
incident on thin carbon foils. It is impossible to 
draw an y conclusions since target materials are not 
the same and since we didn ' t take into account the 
electron capture and loss processes in the solid. 
It is however worth noting that, as is shc:Jv.Kl in our 
calculations, the anisotrop y of the production of 
internal electron can be responsible for A values 
different from 0 . 
Electron yi eld and eJectronic stopping power for 
H' ions incident on polycrystalline Al targets We 
give in Table I the ratio of the backward electron 
y ield calculated with the "infinite medium slowing 
down" and the "transport-albedo" models and the 
electronic stopping power calculated using the same 
cross-sections for H' ions incident on 
A. Du bus , ,J • Devaog ht and J . C . Dehaes 
polycr ystalline Al targets. 
YB / Se is appro x imately 0 . 0 11 nm/ eV for t he 
"infinite medium slowing down" model and O. Cx)95 
nm/ eV for the " transport - albed o " model and i s 
near 1 y independent of tr.e incident ion ener gy. 
These results are in good agreement with the 
e xperimental values of Hasselkamp ( 1985 ) <0 . 01 16 
nm/ eV (± 11. 31/.)). Brauer and Rbsler ( 1985) obtai n 
YB / Se values ranging from 0.0082 n m/ e V for 40 ke V 
incident Ht ions to 0 .0037 nm/ e V f or 80 0 keV 
incident Ht ions. 
Conrlusion It appears that, f or i ncident i on s , 
the agreement between the results obtained with the 
"transport-albedo" model and e x periments is rather 
good. However. for the forward to backward yield 
ratio and the influence of the t i lt angle of the 
target, some problems remain v;hich ha ve t o be 
solved in the future. 
Comparisons of our Models with o t her Electron 
Emission Models 
We present here a brief comparison between our 
models and the other microscopic models, i.e., the 
Monte Carlo calculations, the SN- mul tigroup and 
the "infinite medium slowing down " model. This 
comparison onl y considers technical as pects of the 
tranport models. Thereafter we compa r e briefl y the 
microscopic emission models with Schou ' s model 
( 1980a,b). 
Comparisons between mirroscopic model s 
Monte Carlo can be considered apart from the 
numerical solutions of the Boltzman n e quation. The 
first ad vantage of Monte Carlo ca lcu l ations is t he 
large versatilit y of the method, i. e ., one can 
easi 1 v modif y the program in orde r to a ccount fo r 
oblique incidences, surface plas mon proc e s ses, e tc. 
Another advantage of l"lon te Ca r 1 o wit h res pee t to 
other transport methods is that a ll va r iables, f or 
instance energ y , angle, time, ra dial position are 
obtained. Lastl y , no appro x imati 0<7 is made in the 
transport process ( in the frame of the randium 
model of course <Bauer, 1970)). The Monte Carlo 
calculations can then be considered a s a reference 
when we compare results obtained wi th different 
transport methods but with the s a me interaction 
model. The incon venience is tha t Mont e Carl o i s 
time consuming and cannot theref o r e be used for a 
parametric study of SEE. 
SN- mul tigroup is a direct nume r i c al solution of 
the Boltzmann equation. Ang le. ene r gy and space 
variables are discretized. Unf o r tu nate! y, this 
method requires a large arrount of c omputer memory 
and is time consuming, especial ly if accurate 
results are needed. 
As the l"b7 te Car 1 o method, t his transport 
method is exact except for the d i scr etization of 
the Boltzmann equation. However, wi th respect to 
Monte Carlo calculations, the vers a t i 1 i ty of such 
a method is not excellent. It i s difficult to 
extend the spatial problem to 2 or 3 dimensions, 
the time variable cannot be inclu d ed easily, etc. 
Compared to Monte Carlo and SN- multigroup, the 
"infinite medium slowing down " model, the 
"transport-albedo" model and the " improved age-
diffusion" model give approximate s o lutions of the 
transport problem and use as i n pu t data the 
internal electron source. Monte Carlo and SN-
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Table I. Elect r on y ield y for Ht ions incident on 
pol ycr ystalline Al targets obtained with the 
" infinite medium slowing down" (is ) and the 
transport - albedo ( £=1) (ta) models scaled to the 
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multigroup calculations use either an internal 
electron source or an ingoing electron flux as 
input data. 
The "infinite medium slowing down " and the 
"transport - albedo " models can only be applied to 
problems where the internal electron source is 
homogeneous (or almost constant in the SE escape 
dep t h ) . The energ y v ariable is emphasized and the 
en er gy and angular spectrum of outgoing electrons 
are well predicted. However, all other variables 
are omitted and we have no information about what 
happens in the target. The "transport-albedo" model 
improves the infinite medium slowing down model 
since it takes into account the boundary conditions 
at the interface. 
Finall y , the "improved age-diffusion" model is 
an appro x imate model which is rather versatile 
since it al lows an arbitrary internal electron 
source, gives the radial and time distributions, 
etc. All variables are treated on an equal footing, 
i.e., with a reasonable precision. It allows a 
parametric study because it is not time consuming. 
Comparisons between Schou ' s model (1980a,b) and 
microscopic models 
The fundamental difference between Schou ' s 
theory and microscopic models can be found in the 
classical splitting of the emission process into 
three stages. 
For Schou ' s model, the first step of the 
emission process incorporates both the primary 
particle penetration with the internal electron 
production and the secondary ionization by 
energetic secondary electrons (Schou, 1988). Part 
of the transport process is incorporated in this 
first stage of the emission process and the data 
for Schou' s mode 1 are the energy deposition at the 
surface and the electron stopping power in the 
material. These macroscopic data incorporate the 
electron interaction cross sections and the 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
electron cascade in the target. 
Hence, all problems arising, for the 
microscopic models, from the choice of realistic 
cross sections and from the description of electron 
multiplication and transport disappear. lt is, in 
that sense, more usable than microscopic models 
since it can be applied to both electron and ion 
induced SEE and to any combination of incident 
particles and targets. The microscopic models are 
very dependent on the realistic description of the 
microscopic interactions in the material. 
Schou ' s model is a quite practical model of SEE 
that can be used in many cases but when one wants 
to study 1-'Ji th some precision a particular aspect of 
SE, microscopic models have to be used. 
Conclusion 
We have given. in this paper a brief overview 
of the work that has been done in Brussels about 
SEE. We have described the resu.l ts that have been 
obtained with the "improved age-diffusion" and the 
"transport - albedo" models. These resu.l ts compare 
fairl y well to the resu.l ts of the most e vol ved 
microscopic mode 1 s for SEE. i . e. the models of 
Ganachau.d and Cailler (1979a,b ) , Bindi et al. 
(1980a,b,c). and Rbsler and Brau.er (1981a.b). The 
"impro ved age - diffusion" model is designed for a 
parametric stud y of electron transport due to its 
anal y tical aspect whereas the "tranport - albedo" 
model is an improvement of the "infinite medium 
slowing down" model used 
( 1981a, b ) . Compared to 
( 1 980a • b ) , our mode 1 s 
disadvantages which have 









have advantages and 
been discussed more 
A comparison between the existing electron 
transport models, i.e., Monte Carlo calculations, 
the "infinite medium slowing down" model. SN-
multigroup, the "improved age-diffusion" and 
"transport - albedo" models has still to be done. 
Work is now in progress in order to compare our 
models with Monte Carlo calculations. 
Some problems resulting from physical 
assumptions remain, especially for incident ions. 
The forward to backward yield ratio and the 
influence of the tilt angle are features which are 
not well described. We have calculated the 
influence of the anisotropy of the internal 
electron source on these characteristics. Other 
physical phenomena could influence these 
characteristics and more work has still to be done. 
Finally, for incident electrons, a realistic 
treatment of primary electron transport must be 
incorporated in the calculation of the internal 
electron source in order to gi ve a correct electron 
yield. 
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Height of the potential barrier at 
the vacuum-medium interface 
Fermi energy 
position vector 
velocity.energy (in the solid) 
direction vector and time variable 
for internal electrons 
depth variable, angle variable in 
plane geometry and radial position 
vector of electrons 
inward normal to the surface 
incident electron number, 
director cosine, energy and 
direction vector for incident 
electrons 
incident ion current, director 
cosine, energ y , direction vector 
for incident ions 
total electron f lu.x for incident 
electrons 
primary electron flu x for incident 
electrons 
internal secondary electron flu x 
ion flux for incident ions 
internal secondar y electron source 
critical cosine for escape 
minimum energ y for an ion creating 
an electron of energ y E 
scattering cross section for 
internal electrons 







section for incident ions 
cross 
cross 
isotropic part of the internal 
electron flux (age-diffusion model) 
isotropic part of the internal 
electron source 
current vector of the internal 
electron source 
diffusion coefficient (age-
di ffusion model) 
effective absorption cross section 
(age-diffusion model) 
removal cross section (age-
di ffu.sion model) 
internal electron flux in plane 
geometry 
uniform internal electron soJrce in 





Bt (E'➔El : 
B/<E '-rEl 
plane geometry 
infinite medium slowing dOWl flux 
flux correction in the transpart -
al beda model 
differential "scattering" crass 
section in plane geometry 
differential "creation" crass 
section in plane geometry 
Legendre development terms of the 
internal electron flux 
Legendre development terms of the 
internal electron source 
angular moments of the differential 
scattering crass section 
angular moments of the differential 
creation crass section 
angular moments of the flu x 
correction 
f 1<Ei µ '➔ µ) 
Gs<E,-µ!Eo.µo): 
manaenergetic scatterinq kernel 
(transpart-albeda model) 
Surface Green's function far the 







total outgoing electron yield for 
incident electrons 
true secondary y ield for incident 
electrons 
yield of backscattered primaries far 
incident electrons 




due ta forward 
caeff icient of 
primary 
electron 
emission far backscattered primaries 
fractions of true secondary electrons due 
respectively ta the plasman c reation <and 
decay) and binar y encau.ter processes for 
incident electrons 
electron y ield far incident ions 
electron yield far incident ions as a 
function of the tilt angle of the tarqet 
Forward and backward yi elds for ions 
incident an thin targets 
forward ta back ,,,ard yield ratio 
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~~_J:!_tr,gi A source function including the 
contribution of the backscattered electrons and the 
secondary electron transport gives an isotropic 
distribution for secondary internal electrons. 
Is the va 1 id i t y of the P I approximation a 
consequenc e of this result? 
Piuthors Taking the contributi on of the 
backscattered electrons to the source function into 
account l eads to an almost isotropic internal 
electron source. This justifies partly the P 1 
approximation . Moreover, in the secondary electron 
transport, the importance of the elastic scattering 
and the slowing down contribute to the isotropy of 
the internal electron flux. These are the basic 
supports of the P
1 
approximation. 
R. Bindi : For the partial yi eld o0, you find that 
501/. of outgoing electrons result from decay of the 
plasmons and the other 501/. from individual 
excitations. We obtain similar results with our 
model only if the primary dispersion is taken into 
account in the source function . Without primary 
dispersion our model gives the partial yield o0 
<Bindi et al., 1980c) and in this case, i,,.ie find 
that most electrons are created by plasmon decay 
according to Chung and Everhart (1977) and Rosler 
a.nd Brau.er ( 1981b). Could you . comment on this 
discrepancy of the results? 
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Authors : This discrepancy is probably due to the 
differences between the assumptions of al 1 authors 
for the electron interactions in the medium. 
You have used Streitwolf ' s expression (1959) for 
the binary encounters and Chung and Everhart's 
formula (1977) for plasmon excitations . Chung and 
Everhart (1977) don ' t take the electron 
multiplication into account in their calculations 
and the assumptions of Rbsler and Brauer ( 1981a) 
for plasmon creation and decay are ver y different 
from ours. In a much more recent paper, Rbsler and 
Brauer ( 1988) show that, using dynamical RPA 
instead of Thomas-Fermi screening, more electrons 
come from binary collisions than from plasmon 
decay. The influence of the choice of cross 
sections is clear and a study of this influence has 
never been done e x tensively and could provide a lot 
of information about electron interactions in 
sol ids. 
R. Bindi: What parametric studies do you intend to 
develop? 
Authors: We plan to study the influence of the 
choice of the interaction pr=ess of electrons in 
the medium. 
Ganachaud has calculated in his thesis ( 1977) the 
influence of the internal ionizations on the 
electron y ield. We plan to extend his work to the 
influence of the elastic cross section, to the 
influence of the choice of the dielectric function 
on the secondary emission properties. 
R. Bindi Could you briefl y comment on the 
advantage of the time dependence? 
Authors: Gay and Berr y (1979) have for the first 
time emphasized the importance of secondary 
emission in beam-foil experiments. It appears that 
forward emitted electrons could influence the 
Approximate solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
electronic excitation state of the atoms emerqing 
from thin targets. In order to comDUte this 
influence, we need information about the time 
distribution of outgoing electrons. Calculations 
a.re in progress in order to have an idea of the 
real importance of SEE in such experimental 
conditions. 
E_. Re~ : I think it ought to be made clear to the 
reader that the primary electron energies 
considered in this paper are well below the 
energies used in the average scanning electron 
microscop y except in certain low voltage 
applications. As the authors correctly point out at 
the low primar y energies considered in this paper 
one should take account of the transport properties 
of the primary electrons a.s well as the secondary 
electrons. 
Author..~ : The primary energies considered in this 
paper are 0 .1- 2 keV for incident electrons. It is 
clear that, for our calculations, the primary 
electron transport cannot be neglected if we want 
to adequatel y reproduce the SEE characteristics. 
P. Rez : What e vi dence is 
would e xpect it to be 
magnitude as ~(0,E,µ) 
conditions. 
there that 1ic is smal 1? 
of the same order of 
to match the boundary 
Authors : Looking at Eq. ( 18), it is seen that ~c 
is of the order of magnitude of the infinite medium 
slowing down solution in the escape cone but it is 
less outside it . Due to the low energies of 
outgoing electrons, the escape cone is very narrow 
for most of them. That is the reason why we use an 
approximation for ~c· We cannot neglect it but we 
calculate it appro x imativel y because its 
contribution to the yi eld is less than the one of 
~ •. The calculation (with a Monte Carlo code or 
with a SN- multigroup code) of ~(x,E,µ) and the 
comparison to ~.<E, µ) is the onl y way tc> know the 
va lidit y of this assumption. Up to now, all 
comparisons of our model with other calculations 
seem to demonstrate that this assumption is a 
correct assumption. 
P. Rez . : I know that surface plasmons are difficult 
to incorporate into the theory but I don ' t think 
you can dismiss their contribution to electron 
yield. I would have thought that they would be 
quite important as low energy primary beams and 
secondar y electrons spend a lot of time in the near 
surface region. 
Authors Surface plasmons are indeed very 
difficult to incorporate in transport models. 
Ganachaud (1977) has incorporated surface plasmons 
in his /"lonte Carlo code. Using the code of 
Ga.nachaud, we have tried to estimate the influence 
of surface plasmons on the outgoing electron yield. 
It appears that the yi eld is not much modified by 
the surface zone. l..Je think that the most important 
influence of surface plasmons is that the y are 
probabl y responsible for the shoulder at 6 eV in 
the experimental energ y spectrum of outgoing 
el ectrons for pol yc r ystal 1 ine Al targets. 
P. Re.1;. Both the "improved age-diffusion" model 
and the transport-albedo model (at least as applied 
in this paper) assume that the electron 
19 
distribution is isotropic (or nearly isotropic). 
How good is this assumption? The agreement between 
calculated and experimental energy distributions 
and the fact that tre outgoing angular distribution 
is a cosi ne law for electron generated secondaries 
give support to this view . Ch the other hand, the 
forward to backward yield ratio in ion scattering 
would tend to suggest that something has been 
neglected. <Though this is partly contradicted by 
the fact that the calculations appear to have 
converged by t=3) . Do you think that a useful step 
would be to compare angular distributions of 
secondaries generated by both electron and ion 
impact with the theory? 
Authqc_~ : It appears in our calculations that the 
forward to backward yield ratio is mostly 
influenced by the t=O and t=l terms in the angular 
development of the flux. Both the P 1 approximation 
and the transport - albedo model incorporate these 
terms. It is not e v ident that the angular 
distribution provides much information about the 
internal electron distribution due to the 
narrowness of the escape cone. Hence, we don ' t 
think that the comparison of angular distributions 
for electron and ion induced emissions can bring 
much information. 
P_,_ _Rez Al 1 transport theories neglect the 
"diffraction" of electron waves. Although it is 
likely that "diffraction" effects will only change 
the details of angular distributions and not the 
total yield, do the authors think that channeling 
of the incident particle beam (either electrons or 
ions ) could have significant effects on secondary 
yield 7 
Authors It is probable that. in the case of 
e xperiments with single crystals, the y ield can be 
reduced by channeling of incident particles. In 
Auger electron emission <Bishop et al. ( 1984)), the 
influence of channeling is important but we don ' t 
know if there is some e xperimental evidence of this 
effect in SEE. 
W._ Brauer : What are the e xp licit expressions of 
the interaction cross sections used in the 
calculations of the theoretical yi eld curves? Is 
the dynamical screening especially included and 
what influence is there with respect to the static 
approximation in the dielectric function ? 
Btc!.!;_hors : (.IJe have not incorporated the explicit 
expressions of the interaction cross sections used 
in our calculations in the te x t because this is not 
the original part of our work. We have used for all 
our calculations of inelastic interactions the 
Lindhard ' s dielectric function. Hence, the 
dynamical screeing is included. Rbsler and Brauer 
( 1988) have recentl v determined the influence of 
the dynamical screening with respect to the static 
approximation for electron-electron interactions 
and concluded to an enhancement of these scattering 
rates when dy namical screening is included. 
~ B.@uer Is the good agreement between 
e xper imental and theoretical y ield curves a hint 
for the assumed neglect of excitation of electrons 
from 2p-core states in the source function? 
Authors No, we intend to incorporate internal 
ionizations in our calculations. In the energ y 
A. Du bus, J. Devooght and J . C. Dehaes 
range that we ha ve considered for incidert 
electrons, it seems that this contribution i s 
smal 1. For incident ions however, the 
underestimation of our ca .lculated electron yie ld 
over 100 keV for incident H' ions seems to 
emphasize the impartance of internal ionizations i n 
this case. 
J. Schou : The spatial distribution of the internal 
source resulting from electron bombardment is based 
on the range approximation by Kanaya and Kawakatsu 
( 197 2) . The e xponent 4 /3 in their expression i s 
much lower than e xponents from recent calculations, 
e.g. by Valkealathi and Nieminen ( 1983). The val ue 
of the e xponent is rather about 1.5. Another 
passibility, that might be tempting is to appl y the 
expression for the spatial energ y distribution from 
Everhart and Hoff ( 1971) as the source for the 
internal secondaries. In this way the 
e xperimentall y determined distribution becomes 
utilized and the yi eld induced by the backscattered 
primaries is automatical 1 y included in the 
secondar y electron y ield. Everhart and Hoff ' s 
e xpression is a fair approximation for alumunium 
for primar y energies not too far below 5 keV. 
Would the authors comment on the consequences of 
these two modifications of the internal electr on 
source ? 
Authors : We ha ve used other e xpressions of the 
range - energy rela .tionship and our results have not 
been modified in an impartant v-iay. We ha ve al so 
used a source such as the spatial energ y depasi tion 
of Everhart and Hoff and obtained rather good 
resu 1 ts f or the outgoing e 1 ec tron y ie 1 d . Rec en tl v , 
we ha ve incorparated a source resulting from Monte 
Ca rlo ca lc ul ations in the "improved age -diffu.;im" 
mode 1 and obtained ver y good res u 1 ts. We ha ve, in 
f a ct, prefered to use a sour c e resulting from su ch 
a calculation because in this case we have a 
completely coherent calculation where both the 
primar y and secondar y electron interact ions are 
descr i bed in the same v-Ja y . 
,J. Sc~ The calculations in the present work 
have been performed almost onl y for the nearl y-
free-electron metal aluminium. How are the 
prospects for e x tending the model to other nearl y-
free - electron metals and to noble metals and 
co pper ? 
Au_thors There is no objection against the 
extension of our calculations to other mater ials. 
The whole problem is the c hoice of cross section s 
for electrons in other materials. The use of semi -
empirical cross sections as in Gan achaud ' s thesis 
is probabl y a good solution but more wor k has sti ll 
to be done for the e x tension of our calculations to 
other materials. 
J ._Schou: In section 4.1.4 the authors discuss t he 
time distribJtion of the secondaries as well as t he 
origin of the secondaries, i.e. direct electron -
electron excitation or plasmon deca y. Is it 
passible with the frame of the authors · model to 
indicate a typi c al time scal e for the emission o f 
an electron v ia plasmon decay, and does t he 
impro ved age-diffusion model al low the authors t o 
predict any features of the time distribution o f 
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the emitted electrons that are produced by plasmon 
decay ? 
Authors : In our calculations, we have considered 
that plasmon deca y instantaneousl y . The 
i ncorporation of a a decay time for plasmons 
requires a little modification of the age - diffusion 
model. Monte Carlo calculations are in course to 
estimate the influence of a plasmon decay time on 
the time distribution of outgoing electrons, but 
norm all y , this i s also passible with the "improved 
age-diffusion" model. The t y pical time scale should 
be of the order of 1-1 0 fs. 
I:). Cailler It should be ver y interesting to 
proceed to a detailed comparison between the 
results obtained : 
by a description following the techniques 
de veloped by Dubus. 
by a description following the techniques 
de veloped by Lanteri et al. 
by different Monte Carlo models 
and experimentall y 
This comparison will bring informations about the 
valid ity of each of the theoretical descriptions. 
Authors : Your remark is e xce llent. We think that 
this comparison should be made in two steps. 
1. A detailed comparison of al 1 theoretical 
calculations with the same set of interaction 
cross sections 
2 . When the first step is done, compare the 
results obtained theoretical 1 y with different 
assumptions for the cross sections to 
e xperiments. 
In this way , the problems due to the transpart 
description and to the set of interaction cross 
sections wi ll be c learl y separate. 
f"l_,__ Cail ler:: Informat i on on the accurac y loss 
arising from the substitution of appro ximate 
kernels to cross sections will be helpful. 
Authors : We intend to obtain this information by 
comparing the results obtained in the "infinite 
medium slowing do,,.,-," model with the real kernels 
and the appro ximate kerne ls in order to e valuate 
the inf luence of this appro ximation. 
